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RULEr v1.3 Measure

About the Government of an Arch
The accomplishments or early work for the government of an arch, as established and
recorded, a completed by this fellow perspective of the elluminous. This annual report
includes information detailing the activity for this member at perspective to the garden
planet, and across those projects in development, and other discoveries or placement
for opportunities.
The belief as structured here, is perspective and affiliated across any number of
interpretations for governing the construction of self, among men, or perhaps the
actions of many, of some belief, and referencing "of some construction" as the
definition, requiring of what construction is reference and of what type, be answered.
This perspective is considered an arguable approach to government, and where across
the multitude of styles or various forms of, the reference is made like a transform and
with a rule that is measured across the actions of men, science or other relative, and of
various interpretations for such a reference be used for some reason relative to
construction.

About the Fellows
As a life or study, the aspirations of a fellow vary according to their pursuit among men
and accomplishment of reasons and aptitude for discovery or innovation. The master of
such work, has originated their own study, and has begun to teach such a study; or
might have achieved among the known, various specs of betterment for self and
community. A seasoned person, and earning the topic of fellow, might always be aspiring
such a role, even while it is held. Our work to understand the landscape of conflict,
community, crime, or the issue of environment is not limited, and the capability of one
or another, is shown for what they achieve.
What is presented here, is my perspective.

About the Governances
Four pearls of governance, I place in my pocket. And apply to each of these a ruler v1.3,
and observe the data about date and time for each governance. I can not take my riches,
I can not take my tools, I must make or discover them wherever I go. In my pocket, I carry
a few jewels... and these 4 jewels I will describe for the elluminous of the Florida chapter.

Government of an Ark
The government of belief, or perspective of belief, indicated natural or not. The
government of the Garden planet, and her ark of life, or the construction of life. The
government of an Ark could mean the government of ark, like Noah, which carried life
on it. It could mean an ark or life, a belief in the life of a planet, or working on that ark to
keep the life alive. The determination for ark of life, is resolved as more than a planet
and among so many not mentioned interpretations of the planet and the environments
we are part of. Depending on how we are prepared, supporting also life with one
condition or another and our response to the titans of one land or another. The
meanings for ark, are various, and noted the government of an ark as shown online
refers to a perspective of a natural belief, and the statement valid over a period of time
in the history of men. An Arkitect is a constructionist of belief, and might resolve to work
in more than one town or city, earn as a fellow, or aspire as some benefit of those
learning among so many.
Each of these is presented online as perspective model, and where the perspective of
the object, or the planet at our feet varies by our locations, so to does the data. With a
common reference, the data of each our perspectives and what we do with it, is
perhaps, our own. This governance as belief, encourages perspectives, and from each
data is perhaps agreed or not, or event not reverenced, and relative to a natural
measurement of that object. Across billion of perspectives, each has their own, and to
be someday, argued or compared to my own, if they so choose. Referenced arch from
popular etymology dictionaries, antonyms and synonym references;
http://governmentofanark.com. Indicating among belief, that some selection to say Ark
+religion, i.e. ark catholic, some measurable achievement can be found among each
belief aspired.

Government of an Arch
The government of some construction, is a measurement based analysis, construction,
or other reference to that might be made of stone or not, and where shown to
complement the unique style or strategy of one nation or another, as architecture,
quality of people, and diversity of flocks native to the area. This belief is shown for the
governances, is not complete, and piece a series of governances summed someday as
more than is presented here. The government of a construction could be like a project, a
self or body trainer, or perhaps the note of managing a self to build an invention and
then observing if the arch of the inventions does what it was intended, or not. The
construction of building, a community, a society; architects would understand some of
these factor relative to the engineering or calculations. A architect of society, might work
with different construction, governing, or governing without being present, some place
or area of nation or planet.

Each of these is presented online as perspective model, and where the perspective of
the object, or the planet at our feet varies by our locations, so to does the data. With a
common reference, the data of each our perspectives and what we do with it, is
perhaps, our own. This governance as belief, encourages perspectives, and from each
data is perhaps agreed or not, or event not referenced, and relative to a natural
measurement of that object. Across billion of perspectives, each has their own, and to
be someday, argued or compared to my own, if they so choose.
http://governmentofanarch.com

Government of an Arc
The government of a spark, or an arc; Electricity, shape, time. This government has many
attributes of which I aspire, including the better government of spark from the fingers,
and better government among the manufacture of machines that also might govern a
spark to some result of construction, and perhaps to master or protect the spark of life.
The government of a spark, might be something familiar, like using NEC code to install
lines as part of the construction of a house. Or the passing spark through the tube
television circuit to produce picture from electricity. The government of an arc, depends
almost entirely on the construction, however dependent that construction is for the
result of such spark governed. The various management practices or natural
measurements possible, enable threshold for safety or perhaps not at all. A spark can
also be governed by the hands, for example with a self produced spark, or that of static
electricity. (The spark of my fingers, and the spark of my hand.) Governing a spark, again,
only two know people, one is not alive. An arcitects of my personal spark, is the magic I
do. Of course their are other types of arcitects, like tesla.
Each of these is presented online as perspective model, and where the perspective of
the object, or the planet at our feet varies by our locations, so to does the data. With a
common reference, the data of each our perspectives and what we do with it, is
perhaps, our own. This governance as belief, encourages perspectives, and from each
data is perhaps agreed or not, or event not reverenced, and relative to a natural
measurement of that object. Across billion of perspectives, each has their own, and to
be someday, argued or compared to my own, if they so choose.
http://governmentofanarc.com

Government of an Archy
The government of self, or of small and large groups, to achieve some result; Where
without such governance direct or indirect, might produce no result that resembles
something larger than a piece of such construction. Or, where some governance might

do alternate, and where as constructionist or deconstructionist. The topic of rule that
can not be denied is that which is natural in the universe or of some place; never have I
heard an anarchist complain about the rule, not an archists of some design! Not as a
science equation, anyway. And had they not been told, when did it bother them, less
they had to wear tin foil the result of it, or shielding, or read the warnings of some bright
lights. What really is it? I am still learning.
Each of these is presented online as perspective model, and where the perspective of
the object, or the planet at our feet varies by our locations, so to does the data. With a
common reference, the data of each our perspectives and what we do with it, is
perhaps, our own. This governance as belief, encourages perspectives, and from each
data is perhaps agreed or not, or event not reverenced, and relative to a natural
measurement of that object. Across billion of perspectives, each has their own, and to
be someday, argued or compared to my own, if they so choose.
http://governmentofanarchy.com

About the Angles
Each point in the universe, might or might not, have a shadow and reference point for
light. Across each person with some perspective, or note, they might also have point of
reference for light, and produce a shadow. These are depicted as the angles, the shade
angle, and the light angle, relative to the person or the mass under construction.
The governments of a point, or man... are the construction of the point, and what
reference are these to angles of government? The symbol to the right of the page,
depicts and architects compass, with a measure that has been discovered as with a new
ruler, and my birds.
Shadow Angle, an Arkitect compass.
http://governmentofanarch.com/anarch_tools_1.html
Light Angle, an Arkitect compass.
http://governmentofanarch.com/anarch_tools.html
The angles I have earned as elluminous. (These depicted online need to be better
drawn.)

About the Compass, Navigation
Like the multiple perspectives are possible for single point having so many people look. If

I were to collect t he perspectives of each person, and make an observation of that point
by only data collected. I assemble the angles, like a light. And perhaps, then I navigate to
or away from that assemble of angels, light and dark. (Compare to the PMTM modeling
or perspectives)

Oath
The oath is not to be taken lightly across the RULE, and is administered
with hand held to the continuous of information near the skin. The rule is
with reference to the construction of radio and light across a uLINE
container observation, having a position match at some distance in space
to observations made independently with either reference. The
construction, the arch of man and rule, are noted with agreement to
testimony of oath on such an occasion it is required.
GAIA
Governmental Arch Intelligence Agency. Perspectives of intelligence agencies, or
affiliated groups of people in one nation or another. The construction, arch, of each
agency, is then understood as according to some undetermined process or reasoning
to be stipulated among study or practical application types.
http://gaia.governmentofanarch.com/

GAEA
Government Arch intelligence Agency. This agency enables and observation of earth
environments, and environmental agencies tasked with protecting, challenging among
courts, or earning monies as part of cleanup or restoration projects. These projects are
not limited to some simple description here.
http://gaea.governmentofanarch.com/

Illuminous
The illuminous chapter was first established in 2006, and consisted of 320 members. The
general public might refer to an illuminous organization as “illuminati.”

Elluminous
An organization established under differing pretext than the first, intelligence, and
environment, as a chapter in Volusia County, FL. In 2015. The other chapter is in
Orlando, FL. The general public might refer to an illuminous organization as “elluminati.”
http://elluminous.governmentofanarch.com

Administration
Administration of the government, in its early form, is presented as a web site indicating
continental assignments, naming conventions, and various types of work using the
internet. Some noticed, and some not, this work is of my own study and application. The
administration of belief, is worded, and like this charter can be amended to be better
stated or by other agreement by qualified persons.
http://administration.governmentofanarch.com

RULE
Advancement in RULE, from a science equation to management of a people and the
planet. The rule is more than scientific concept and is used to understand or explain
concepts here and their. The RULE was discovered, after measure was invented with the
ruler discovered above, the angle of an Arkitect with some measure applied. The Rule is
noted as a pure reference to. http://theoryofrelativity.net/ The uLINE is necessary for
perspective of the rule container space to be measured, and presented as an orderly
numeric sequence; indicating the measurable time depth for the universe or space
selected, and across available RuL data at position.
Furthermore, the encouragement to build among a state with oath to defend
environment and life as with a prosperity agreement, is appreciated, and acceptance of
such an offer is met by this charter.

Legal
This charter is designated as for use or display. Compiled in 2019, this charter is not yet,
compared to other introductions specific to versions of the years prior. This charter is
displayed as required for argument of belief and requirement for competitive oath in a
court of law, or argument at official forum.

Notes: RULEr v1.3; where the central sphere is PMTM 1, and the three markers are 3, indicated as coordinate system 1.3; and where
it could plausible be expanded to 1x.3x or 4x.16x, ... Where the RUL=e is stated (RuL)=e as Light Energy Row 1 + Radio Energy Row 1 is
equal to Light energy Row 1 + Radio Energy Row 1. Also where, each Row is derived from open space or Mirror Binary Container as
discovered from research that is dated. The uLINE, is assembled as container observation indicating a row by row energy equivalence
and further across other determinations for a metric of e, energy as total, or piece of. The Ruler presented, is in 2D, and across the
keys of an Arch, depicted as expandable to 3D or further. The use for Oath requires Expression of fact as part of the rule, and the use
of a measure for application as an architect, is also indicated with the ruler placed at the topic of the pages. Where this observation
is made across points in my local environment, or stars in the night sky, the shape of space time as part of the American Theory of
Relativity, is revealed, and for use across this elluminous chapter, and subsequent applications of truth or further. This document,
indicating the Government of some construction, further indicates that construction is the Government of Florida, and with charter
delivered to establish an Elluminous organization among the societies of this land in the south eastern territory of the United States
and America.

Signed,
Michael Joseph Marley

January of 2019
Elluminous Organization

